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Atmtract--Pre~mted in this paper is a new algorithm for the asymptotic expansion of a solution 
to an initial value problem for ~ngularly perturbed (stiff) systems of ordinary dlfferemtial eqtmtlons. 
This algorithm is related to the Chapman-Enskog asymptotic expamdon method mind in the kinetic 
theory to derive the equatiorm of hydrodynamics, whcxeas the standard algorithm pertains to the 
Hilbert approach known to give inferior esults. In cases of systems of ordinary differential equatioms 
the new algorithm leads to the reduction of numerical effort needed to achieve a given accuracy M 
compm-ed with the st~mdard uymptotlc expansion method. The proof of the asymptotic c~vc=lpmce 
is given. The numerical example demonstrates the feasibility of the new approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many fields of applied mathematics one encounters singularly perturbed (or stiff) systems 
of ordinary differential equations. Such equations describe dynamical systems which upon lin- 
earisation are characterized by eigenvalues differing from each other by orders of magnitude. 
Stiff systems are difficult to deal with numerically although there exist specially adapted irect 
numerical integration methods [2]. An alternative approach is the singular perturbation method 
developed and used by many authors. The rigorous justification of the method may be found in 
the monographs ofVasil'eva nd Butuzov [12] and of O'Malley [10] (see also [li D. The numerical 
aspects are discussed by Miranker [9]. All the analysis presented by these authors is based upon 
the algorithm of the composite asymptotic expansion as defined, for instance, by Eckhaus [1]. 
In this paper we propose a new algorithm for singularly perturbed systems of ordinary differ- 
ential equations which is designed to reduce the amount of numerical effort by decreasing the 
number of differential equations to be solved. 
To explain the basic features of the new algorithm, we consider an autonomous system of 
differential equations 
dz 
= I (x ,  y) ,  
(1.1) 
d__y_ 
dt - g(x, u),  
where x and y are vector functions of t. The dimensions of x and y are, in general, different. 
The small positive parameter e characterizes the stiffness of the system. In this paper we shall 
consider an initial value problem for (1.1) which means that the values of z(t) and y(t) are given 
at, say, t - 0 
x(O)=p(~),  y(O)=~(~). (1.1)' 
T~peset by ~-TsX  
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In general, both f and g may depend explicitly on ¢ but as long as such a dependence is regular 
it does not introduce any substantial difficulties in the analysis and will not be considered here. 
On the other hand, the initial values p and 7} will be taken as dependent on e in a regular way. 
The standard algorithm applied to (1.1) consists in representing each of the vectors x and 
y as the sum of two vectors depending on the variable t and the stretched variable r = t/¢, 
respectively. Thus we write 
~,(~) = ~(0 + ~(r), y(O = #(0 + #(r). (1.2) 
Substituting (1.2) into (I.I) and comparing functions of t and r separately, we get two systems 
of equations 
d~ 
E ~ -- i : ' -  f(£'(t), #(t)), 
d9 (1.3) 
- -  = ~ := g(~(O, #(t)) 
dt 
and 
d~ f : -  f(~(6r) -I- ~(r), 9(~'r) -4- O(r)) - f (~(er),  O(~r)), 
dr  = (1.4) d~ = ~i := ~(g(~(~r) + ~(r), #(er) + ~(r)) - g(~(~O, #(~r))). 
dr 
The next step is to expand all vectors appearing in (1.3) and (1.4) into power series with respect 
to e. Thus in the n-th order of approximation, we substitute into (1.3) and (1.4) the expansions 
~(t) = ~ ~,, ( t ) ,  
1:----.0 
n 
#(0 = ~ ?#,,(t), 
k--O 
n (1.5) 
~(r) = ~ ~(r ) ,  
k=o 
I ' i  
k--O 
Then we expand also ],  ~, )~ and ~ into powers of ~ and compare terms of the same order in ~. 
As a result, we get two systems of equations 
and 
/o := f(~o(t), #o(t)) = o, 
d#o 
dt = ~o := g(~o(O, 9o(t)), 
d~t~-x = ]k k = 1,2, . n, 
at ' "' ' 
d~t, 
' =Ok,  k=1,2 ,  dt . . .  ,n, 
a~o =i0 :=/(~0(0) + ~o(r), #0(0) + #0(r)) - f(~0(0), #0(0)) dr 
@__p0 =0 
dr 
d~k -'Yk k -  1,2,.. n, 
dr  
dOk 
dr =gk-x,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(1.6) 
(1.T) 
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where fk, fk ,  ~k and ~k are coefficients of relevant power expansions in e. The system of equations 
(1.6) describes ~k and #k which constitute bulk approximation and the system (1.7) describes 
£'~ and #k which represent the local approximation. Both systems are linked together through 
the initial conditions (1.1)' supplemented by the requirement that the local solutions ~k and #k 
vanish outside the small interval near t = 0 referred to as the initial layer. The details of the 
algorithm for solving (1.6) and (1.7) are described in Refs. [9-12]. 
Prom the shape of equations (1.6) and (1.7), it is clear that the main numerical effort is 
connected with solving the equations for ~k since ~k is expressed in terms of #k from the algebraic 
equations and the local functions Sk and .~k are rapidly vanishing with r so that solving (1.7) is 
relatively inexpensive. In fact, in most applications, we need ik and ~k only to provide proper 
initial conditions for .~k. 
In the standard algorithm the number of equations for ~)k is equal to the number of functions 
#k, that is, to the order of approximation plus one. In this paper we propose an algorithm which 
involves only one differential equation for a single function #(t) containing all the information 
given by #0(t),... ,~,(t) in the standard approach. The amount of numerical effort needed to 
calculate ~k(t) and to provide initial conditions for ~(t) is in both cases approximately the same. 
It is clear that the new algorithm should be particularly advantageous when the dimension of 
the vector y is high. This is usually the case whenever the system (1.1) represents an approxi- 
mation to some system of partial differential equations. 
This paper is motivated by some facts from statistical mechanics. It has been known for 
more than fifty years that the asymptotic expansion of the Boltzmann equation leads to the 
hydrodynamic description of the fluid. Two such descriptions are known. One, in terms of the 
Euhr equations, is obtained by the application of the Hilbert expansion method and another, in 
terms of Navier-Stokes, Burnett and super-Burnett equations, can be deduced from the Chapman- 
Enskog asymptotic expansion method. For the system of equations (1.1) the standard approach 
is equivalent to the Hilbert type procedure and the algorithm proposed by us in this paper is an 
adaptation of the Chapman-Enskog asymptotic expansion method. We have discussed in more 
detail the relationship between the proposed algorithm and the Chapman-Enskog method in [8]. 
Here we mention only that the Boltzmann equation when approximated with a system of ordinary 
differential equations by, for instance, discretizing the space and velocity variables, gives rise to 
a singularly perturbed vector equation of the resonance type [13] which then can be reduced to 
the system of the form (1.1). Thus the proposed algorithm is also applicable to those singularly 
perturbed equations of the resonance type which can be reduced to the form (1.1). This again 
has been discussed in [8]. 
The relations between singularly perturbed equations of the resonance type and the systems 
of the singularly perturbed equations from the point of view of Hilbert and Chapman-Enskog 
asymptotic expansion methods were for the linear case discussed by Mika [4-7]. 
2. ALGORITHM 
In this section we shall develop a new algorithm for the asymptotic expansion method applied to 
the initial value problem for the singularly perturbed autonomous systems of ordinary differential 
equations (1.1). We shall make the following assumptions concerning the variables and functions 
appearing in (1.1) 
teT=[O,to], to>O, 
e:T - - *R  a, l>_ l ,  
y :T . . - *  R m , 
QCRZxR m , 
f : fi--. R t , 
g :~- - ,  R m , 
e E Eo = (0, e0], 
~ : B0--- R z , 
~ : E0 --* R" ,  
rn>_l ,  
fi open and connected, 
g',o = [0,¢o], ¢o > o, 
(2.1) 
C, N4~ 21:10-0 
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The vector functions z(t) and y(t) depend implicitly on e but this dependence will be sup- 
pressed. I1" II will denote any of the (equivalent) norms in t t  t or R 'n. 
In accordance with the general composite xpansion approach [1,11,12], we introduce the 
stretched time variable r = t/¢ and represent each of the functions z(t) and y(t) as the sum 
of two functions dependent on t and r, respectively. Thus 
• (t) = ~(t) + ~(~), (2.2) 
u(t) = o(t) + ~(r),  
which substituted into (1.1), after separating functions of t from those of r, yields two systems 
of equations 
d~ 
~-  "- f ( t )  :-- f(~(~),0(t)), 
dO -~ = ~(t) := g(~(t), 0(t)), 
(2.3) 
(2.3)' 
and 
d__~ ._ ](7") :-- f(g:(~v) + ~(7"), 0(~v) + ~(v)) - f(~(~r), 0(~r)) 
dr (2.4) 
d~ 
d-7 = e~(~) := e (g(~(~)  + ~(~), 0 (~)  + ~(~)) - g (~(~) ,  0(6~))). 
In the spirit of the asymptotic expansion method, all the functions in (2.3) and (2.4) are 
expanded into power series in ¢ and then terms of the same order in ¢ compared with each 
other. We first consider approximate solution to (2.3) which will be referred to as the bulk 
approximation. In spite of the standard approach, we shall assume that ~(t) is represented by 
the power series 
n 
k=O 
but 0(t) remains unexpanded. To stress a particular character of this function, we shall denote 
it by a new letter w(t). The next step is to substitute (2.5) into (2.3) and expand ](t) and ~(t) 
into power series in ~. Let h stand for f or g, then we have 
n 
~(t) = ~ ~%(t ) ,  (2.6) 
k=O 
where 
~0(t) = h(~0(t), wCt)), 
~k(t) = Oxh(~0Ct), wCt))~kCt) + ~(k)C~0Ct),..., ~k-l(t) ,  w(t)), k = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, 
(zz) 
and Dz is the functional derivative with respect to z where z stands for x or V so that, for 
instance, Dxg is an m x l matrix. 
With the above notation (2.3) is replaced by 
f(~0(t), w(t)) = O, 
.~(t) = e~k___.__~ k = 1, . . .  n. 
dt ' 
(2.8) 
Suppose that the equations in (2.8) can be solved with respect o ~:0,...,~n. Since f(z,v) 
depends on t only through x and V, the resulting functions ~k(t) depend on time only through 
w(t). Thus we put 
~(,) = ~(w( t ) )  
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and 
~(0 = ~ ~¢~(~(0) .  (2.9) 
k--0 
A particular ole is playe~l by ~o(w) which will be often written without the sub~ript. Thus 
P(~) := ~0(~) 
In view of the relation (2.9), we go back to equations (2.3) and write the derivative of e(t) in 
the following form 
d~ n ~ ~ b dw " n 
k=O k=O b=O k=O 
(2.10) 
Now, the expression g(~'~=0 Ck(w), w) is expanded in powers of ~ according to the general rule 
given by (2.6) and (2.7). Introducing this development into (2.3), expanding f and #, and 
comparing terms of same order in e, we get the system of equations 
fo :-- f(~o(w),w) = O, (2.11) 
k-1 
fk = E D,~iOk-,-1, /c = 1,... ,n. (2.11)' 
i--o 
Here fk and ~k are given by (2.7) with £'k(t) replaced by Ck(w). The function ¢(w) is obtained 
by solving the nonlinear algebraic equation (2.11) and Ck(w), for/~ ~ 1, are given by the formulas 
k-1  
i--0 
(2.12) 
where an I x I matrix F(w) is defined as 
F(w) = D.f(io(w), w). 
As for w(t), it satisfies the differential equation 
n 
= (2.13) -~- . 
h=O 
Similarly as in the case of standard approach, the functions £.(r) and ~(~') representing the local 
approximation will be replaced by expansions in powers of 
~(~) = ~:~k(~) ,  
k=0 
n 
k=0 
(2.14) 
These expansions are substituted into ](r) or ~(r) (represented, aspreviously, by h(r)) 
n n 
k=O k=O 
n 
~=0 
(2.15) 
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Now 
n k 
= z . , -~ .  ~ ~J  + R , (~) .  
k----O 
If w(t) is sufficiently smooth then 
R~(~) = o( (~)"+~)  
To calculate D~w(0), we use (2.13) and the equations obtained from (2.13) by consecutive 
differentiations with respect o t. In such a way, all D~w(O) are expressed in terms of w(0) 
which, in view of the above analysis, should depend on e. In accordance with the spirit of the 
asymptotic expansion method, we take 
n 
w(0) -- ~ ~kf/k. (2.16) 
k--O 
The algorithm will be constructed such as to allow for successive calculation of the vectors f}k. 
Thus w(6r) will have the form 
n 
w(er) = Z ~kwk(r) + P~(er), (2.17) 
where @k(1") are polynomials in r of order not higher than k with coefficients expressible in terms 
of f~, for i </c. 
Using (2.17), we expand the first term in (2.15) in Taylor series around 
(~(~0)+~0(~),~o+#o(~)), 
and the second term around 
As a result, we get 
where 
(~(~o), ~o). 
n 
~(~) = ~ ~L(~), (2.18) 
k=0 
/,0(r) =h(p(#o) + ~0(~), ~0 + #0(~)) - h(~(00), 00), 
hk(r) =Dzh(~(fl0) + ~0(r), f/0 + #0(r))~t (r)+ 
4- Duh(~(CTo ) -I- ~o(r), F}o + ~)o(r))#k(r)+ (2.19) 
+ h(k)(~o,... ,g/k- l ,~o(r)  . . . .  ,~k- t ,#o( r ) , . . .  ,#t - t ) ,  k = 1,. . .  ,n .  
Substituting (2.14) and (2.18) into (2.4) and comparing terms of the same order in ~, we get 
d~ = h(~)  k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n,  (2.20) 
dr  
dr  =" #k- l ( r ) ,  k -- 0 ,1 ,  . . . .  n ,  g - l (V )  ~ 0 .  (2 .20) '  
Let p(e) and ~}(~) admit on 1~0 power expansions in terms of e such that 
n 
~(e) = ~e% + o(~+'), 
k--O 
,~(c) = ~ ~% + O(sk+b. 
k=O 
(2.21) 
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Since z(/) and y(t) are separated into the bulk and local approximation, we should accordingly 
decompose the initial conditions writing 
/zh - ~k -F ~k, (2.22) 
~lk=Ok+~k, k = O, l , . . . ,n ,  
where ~k is the same as in (2.16) and/2k will be defined later. 
To be able to define all the vectors appearing in (2.22), we need additional conditions. These 
are supplied by observing that .~k(r) are local approximations and should vanish at infinity 
lira 0k(r) = 0. (2.23) 
T-+CO 
The equations (2.20) are now solved step by step for k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n. At step b, we a~ume that 
all ~i, £'~(r) and .~(r) are known for i < k. Using (2.23), we get from (2.20)' 
~ OO ,Ot~(r) = - ds~k-1 (s), (2.24) 
which in turn gives 
~ co  Ok=~k+ ds~k-1(s). 
Next, we write from (2.9) and (2.16) 
(2.25) 
n n n 
z ~(0)  = ek#k = e sok • ~ . 
k=0 k=0 i=O 
The last term can be expanded into powers of e to give 
~(0) = ~ ~ + &, 
k----0 
where 
for sufficiently smooth ~k. Hence 
and 
#.,, = o ( :+ ' ) ,  
Sk = ~k - ~k .  (2.26) 
Now, solving (2.20) with the initial condition (2.26), we find £'k0"). This together with (2.24) 
and (2.25) gives a set of values ~k, £'k(r) and ~k(r) which allows one to proceed to the next step. 
It is seen that the procedure works at k = 0 since in that case ~h(r) = 0 and ~0 - 70. 
The overall procedure of solving our original problem by the asymptotic expansion method 
consist of the following stages. 
First, from the nonlinear equation (2.11), we find the function 
~0(w) = ~(w) 
and then ~k(w), for k = 1,. . . ,  n, from (2.9). 
Second, we solve the system of equations for local approximations by the above described 
procedure. As a result, we get f/k for k = 0, 1,. . . ,  n. 
Third, we solve (2.13) with the initial condition (2.16). 
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Finally, the approximate solutions 
~(t) 
~(t) 
of order n is written in the form 
= + 
k---0 
n 
= + 
k=l  
It is to be noted that for n = 0 the new asymptotic expansion method is identical with the 
standard one described in Section 1. For n _> 1, however, the two approaches are quite different. 
To obtain the bulk approximation to y(t) in the standard approach, we have to solve n + 1 
systems of equations given in (1.6) whereas with the new method the same accuracy is achieved 
in calculating w(t) from the single system of equations (2.17). 
3. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND FORMULATION OF  MAIN THEOREM 
We shall make a number of assumptions concerning the functions f (x ,  y), p(e) and rl(e ) which 
ensure the existence and uniqueness of the solutions to the original problem and to the equations 
describing the local and bulk approximations, and provide the asymptotic onvergence of the 
approximate solution (2.27) up to the order n, for some n _> 0. 
(H1) The functions f (x ,  y) and g(x, y) belong to c~n+2(f~) and the initial vectors p(¢) and 7(¢) 
belong to Cn+I(Eo), for some E0. 
(H2) There exists an open connected bounded set 0 C R ra such that there exists a function 
to : 6 -* R # with the properties: 
(i) For each y E 0 the point (~(y), y) belongs to ~ and 
f(ta(y), y) - 0; (3.1) 
(ii) ~(y) is continuous on 0; 
(iii) The root of the transcendental equation (3.1) is isolated on 0 in the sense that there 
exists 7 > 0 such that, for all y E 0 and z such that (z, y) E f~ and 0 < IIz - ~(y)[[ < 7, 
we have f (z ,  y) • O. 
(H3) Let hi(y), i = 1, . . . ,  l, are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
F(y) -- D~f(to(y), y), 
then for each y E 
,~i(Y) _< -a  < O. (3.2) 
(H4) There exists a unique bounded solution y0 : T ~ 0 of the differential equation 
dyo 
dt = g(ta(Y°)'Y°)' y0(0) = 110 E 0, (3.3) 
where T0 is defined by (2.21). 
Consider the equation 
dz 
d-~ = f(~(a) + z, a),  r _> 0, a E 6. (3.4) 
It follows from (H3) that z = 0 is an asymptotically stable fixed point of (3.4) ( see 
Proposition 3 in the next section ). 
(H5) For each a E 0, the point P0 - ~(a), where/J0 is defined in (2.21), belongs to the region of 
attraction of the fixed point z = 0 for (3.4). Additionally, 
+ a) e 
for all r >__ 0 and all diagonal matrices r such that 
rij = 6ijTi , 0 <_ 7~ <_ 1, i , j  - 1 , . . . , ! .  (3.5) 
Here z(r) is the solution of (3.4) for z(0) = p - ~(a). 
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MAIN THEOREM. I f  the hypotheses (H1-HS) are fultilled for n >_ 0 there exists Eo such that for 
all ~ E Eo there exists on T the unique solution to (1.1) and the ?unctions ~ and f/ detlned in 
(2.27) approximating the exact solution in the following sense 
IIz(t) - ~(t)l l  - o (~"+~) ,  
Ilu(t) - O(t)ll = o (e"+~) .  
In Section 4 we shall analyze the approximate equations and prove the existence and properties 
of 9(t) and ~(t), and in Section 5 we prove the Main Theorem. 
4. EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF BULK AND LOCAL APPROXIMATIONS 
From now on, we assume that the hypotheses (H1-HS) are valid. In this and the next section 
we shall frequently use various constants independent of t which will always be denoted by c or 
x, with 0 < ~ < ~, where ~ was defined by (3.2). We shall also use various values ~0 > 0 always 
denoting the corresponding interval E0 = (0, ~0] with the same letter. 
PROPOSITION 1. The equations (2.11) have solutions ~Oo(w),...,~on(w) such that ~ot E C"+2(0). 
The functions ~ok, k = 1,... ,n, are uniquely determined by ~Oo = ~o. 
PROOF. The existence of ~0 follows from (H2) and the existence and uniqueness of ~ot, k = 
1, . . . ,  n, from (2.12) and (H3). From the implicit function theorem, (H1) and (H3), we have that 
E Cn+~(O), and from (2.12) and (H1), we get ~t E C"+2(0), k = 1, . . . ,  n. II 
The equation (2.13) is solved, according to the algorithm, with the initial value (2.16), where 
00 = 170 and Ok for k = 1,. . . ,  n are fixed vectors determined consecutively. It will be shown in 
Proposition 5 that all qk are bounded. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any set of ~Ik, k = O, 1,.. . ,  n, there exists Eo such that for all ¢ E Eo the 
equation (2.13) with the initial condition (2.16)has on interval T a unique solution w E C"+~(T). 
PROOF. Define the function 
Iq 
~(t)  = w( t )  - uo(t) - ~ ?q~ = w(t )  - uo(t) - ~O c") , 
k--1 
where yo(t) is the solution of (3.3). Making use of (2.13) and (3.3), we have the equation 
) - -  = h(v,  e) := g e~k(v  + u0 + e0(")),  v + u0 + ~q(") - g (~(~0) ,  u0) 
dt k----0 
~(o)=o. 
There exists E0 and 5 > 0 such that for f E E'0 and Ilvll < 6 
v + Yo + e~ (n) E 0 
and h(v, ¢) is defined, continuous with respect o all variables, and Lipschitz-continuous with 
respect o v. At the same time h(0, 0) = 0 and there exists a unique solution v = 0 for e = 0 
valill t E T. 
The application of the theorem of the continuous dependence on a parameter shows that there 
exists the solution v(t) for E E E0 and t E T. The existence of the unique w(t) then follows from 
the definition of v(t). II 
PROPOSITION 3. Ira E 0 then z = 0 is an asymptotically stable tlxed point of the equation (3.4) 
and the solution z(r) exists for any z(O) = zo from a sutIiciently small neighbourhood of z = 0 
and satisfies the inequality 
IIz(~)l[ < ce -~ ' ,  ~ >- o .  (4.1) 
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PROOF.  In proving this proposition we shall not use (H5). Let for a E 
and 
with r defined by (3.5). Then 
F = F(a) - Dxf (~(a) ,  a) 
F ~ = Dxf (~(a)  + rz ,  a),  
f (~(a)  "Jr z, a) -- f (~(a)  "b z, a) -- fC~(a),  a) -- 
= F'Yz = Fz  + (F  "y - F )z  = Fz  + hCz) 
so that (3.4) can he written for z(0) = z0 as 
~(~) = er" zo + d, erc'-')h(z(s)). (4.2) 
We get from (H3) that 
IleF('-')ll < be -~('-'), (4.3) 
where the constant b depends on a. For the function h(z), we see that h(0) = 0 and for each 
7 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for each zl and z2 satisfying IIz~ll < 6, i = 1, 2, we have 
IIh(zx) - h(z2)ll _< 711Zl - z211. 
The last inequality follows from the Taylor expansion of F ~ - F. 
We choose now ~ such that 0 < t¢ < a, define 7 = ~'~ and take the corresponding 6. Then 
we choose z0 such that 
IIz011 = d < ~12b. 
We construct for (4.2) the successive approximations 
zC°)(r) = er~z0, 
z(k)(r) = err  zo + dseF(r - ' )h(z (k -D(s) ) ,  k = 1,2, . . .  
We will show that all z(k) are uniformly bounded 
IIz(")(~-)ll < 2bde -';r < d~, r >_ 0. (4.4) 
This is true for z(°)(r) on account of (4.3) and the choice of z0. Suppose, it holds for z(k-1)(r), 
then 
I1~(")(~-)11 < bde -~r  + 2b27d dse-aCr - ' )e  - ' "  < 
I" < bde -~ (1 + 267 dse -(~-")('-')) _< 
2b7 <_ bde-"r (1 + ~ - ~) = 2bde -~r.  
Thus, by induction, (4.4) holds for all k. 
Taking the difference between successive approximations, we get 
ilzC,,+,)(r) _ z(~)(~-)ll < 7b dse-° f ' - ' ) l l zCk)  _ zCk-1)(,)l I < 
< ~b sup II~C~')(~ -) - zC~'-~)(~-) l l .  
Ot 'r 
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Since 
we have 
7b < 7b I 
o~ ¢~--~ 2 '  
1 6 
sup I I=Ck+l>('r) - ,Ck>C'r)ll _< ~ sup II.,'c'O('r) - zCk- l>('r) l l  _< 2k-i-1 " (4.5) 
T T 
From (4.4) and (4.5), it follows that z(k)(r) tend uniformly to z(r) which is a solution to (4.2) 
and (3.4). The uniqueness of z(r) follows from the fact that f satisfies the Lipschitz condition. 
Putting c = 2bd we get (4.1). | 
PROPOSITION 4. If  z(O) -~ ZO belongs to the region of attraction of the asymptotically stable 
fixed point z = 0 for (3.4), then the solution z(r) satisfies the inequality (4.1). 
PROOF. If z0 belongs to the region of attraction of z = 0 the solution exists and tends to zero 
for r --* c~. That means that for any fixed r one can find r0 _~ 0 such that 
IIz(~)ll _< 6, ~_  ~0. 
We can now use Proposition 3 for the autonomous differential equation (3.4) considered on the 
interval [r0,oo) with the initial value z(ro). The constant c in (4.1) will depend on r0 which in 
turn depends on z0. | 
From the last two propositions it follows that ~0(r) and ~0(r) exist and satisfy the inequality 
(4.1) which in the case of .~0(r) - 0 is trivially true. We shall prove that the same is valid for 
}k(r) and ~( r ) ,  for k = 1, . . . ,  n, inductively. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let all the solutions ~d(r) and ~i(r) of (2.2), for i < k, exist and satisfy the 
inequalities 
ll~,(r)ll < c exp( -~r) ,  (4.6) 
I10,(,')11 -< c exp( -~r) ,  i = O, 1 , . . . ,  k - 1, r _> O, 
for some constants c and ~ common for all indices i = O, 1 , . . . ,  k - 1 and with 0 < ~ < a. Then 
there exist the solutions ~k(r) and ~k(r) such that ~k(r) and ~(r )  satisfy inequalities of the 
form (4.6). 
PROOF. First, we consider .0k(r) and define for a ~ 0 the function 
¢(~) = g(~(~)  + a~(r), w(~)  + ~( r ) ) .  
Then, from (2.4), it holds 
(/ol ) (/ol ) ~(r) = ¢(1) - ¢(0) = Jo aa d-~ = d~D=g[¢ ~(r) + d~Dygl, ~(r). 
For ~(~r) we substitute the series (2.9). For each term we have ~k(¢r) "- ~k (w(er)) = ~k(W(0))+ 
erDw~k(w(O))~(O) +. . .  on account of the fact that 
dw ~(e~) = w(0) + e~(0)  +... 
Additionally, w(0), d~, ~/-(0),... have to be expanded into powers of ~. For w(0) we use (2.16) and 
we express the derivatives ~'~-~ (0), d~t°/nxdt'~TkU] by differentiating (2.13) and repeatedly using (2.16). 
If D~g[¢ and D~g[¢ are expanded into Taylor series around 
(~(~0) + ~o(~), ~o) 
and the terms of same orders in s collected then we have 
D~lo = Ao(a, r) + ~&(~, r) + . . . ,  
D~glo = Bo(~, r) + ~B~(~,, r) +. . . ,  
where Ai and B~ are matrices with elements not increasing faster than r~. 
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From the definition of ~k(r) given by (2.19), we see that 
gk--l(r) : i~-0 ( 0 d°'Ai(°"T))~k-l-i('r) "~" (~ dG'Bi(G"I"))~k-I-'(T)) *
From the above and (4.6), it follows that 
II~k_l(r)l [ < c 'e - " : ,  0 < ~x < ~, (4.7) 
where t¢1 < 0¢ to compensate he polynomial increase of Ai and Bi. 
Now, it is seen that the integral in RHS of (2.24) exists and ~k(r) satisfies the same inequality 
as ~h-l(r) with e = e'/~l and i¢ = t¢1. 
As for ~k(r), for k = 1,... ,n, it satisfies the equation 
d~k 
dr = Dxf(~°(TI°) + }o(r), ~o)~k(r) + ink(r), (4.8) 
where 
ink(r) = Duf(Io(r/o ) + }o(r), r/o)~k(r) + ~k)(r) • 
As in the ease of ]k(r), it can be shown that 
We write 
Ilmk(r)ll _< ce -~', r >_ O. (4.9) 
D~fCto(~o) + ~oCr), ~o) = D~f(ta(yo), rio) + D~f(~(~o)  + r~0(r),,o)~o(~) = 
= F(~o) + B(r )~o(~) ,  
where r is defined in (3.5). Now, the matrix B(r) is bounded, ~o(r) satisfies inequality in (4.6), 
and 
IleF("*)ll _< ce - '~ ,  r > O. 
All this shows that ~k calculated from (4.8) satisfies the inequality 
II~k(r)ll _< ee-" ' ,  r > O. | 
Defining 
we get from (1.1) 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
. ( t )  = xCt) - ~(t) ,  
v( t )  = ~(t)  - OCt), 
du t~ 
~ ..~ = f ( u "1- ~ , v -I- ~t ) - -  e " -~ , 
dv 
--dr = g(u + ~,v + ft) - "~'dO 
The construction of the algorithm and (2.21) show that 
u(0)  = a le  "+1 , v(0)  = a2 :+1 , 
where at and a2 are bounded functions of e on Eo. 
(5.1) 
(5.1)' 
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We define the following expressions 
G,( , , ,v)  =I( .  + ~.,, + ~) - ~. / (~( ,o)  + ~o. ~) . -  
d~ 
- n.l(~o(,,,) + ~o,,.),~ - ~ ,  
G~(u, v) =g(~ + ~, v + f/) - n.~(~(w)  + ~o, ~)u-  
- D,g(lo(w) + Zo, w)v dfl - '~ ,
such that (5.1) takes the form 
du ~-~ "- n,f(la(w) "1" ~0, W)U "1" D,f(~(w) "1" ~0, w)v "1" GI (., v), 
de ~- = n.~(~(,.) + ~o,,.)u + n.~(~(w) + ~o, w)v + ~(., 0. 
PROPOSITION 6. For a/l t K T theze exists Eo such that for all ~ K ~o 
1101(0, 0)11S o(~"+~), 
IIG~(O,O)II _< 0(~ "+~ + ~"e-" / ' )  • 
PROOF. Introduce the notation 
G~(0, 0) = Kx + K1, 
G2(0 ,  0) = k2 + k2, 
where 
d~ K1 -- f(£'(t), w(t)) -- e~-, 
K1 = .f(~e'r) "t" ~(~r), w(~'r) -I" ~(r)) -- .f(2(~'r), w(e'r)) -- "~r' 
dw 
g2 = ~(~(t), to(t)) - 7? '  
k2 = ~(~(~,') + ~0"),'(~') + #0")) - g(~(~"), w(~,-)) - ~-~ &r" 
We have from (2.21) and (2.13) 
d~ ~ ~ dw r, n 
~-g = ~ 2.Y, " n,,~,,~-g = ~_ ,  ~ n,,,~,,~g(~_, a ~(,,,), w) 
~=0 k=O j--O 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
= ~ ~'n .~,_ ,  o(~,(,,,).,,,) P 
k in1  p=O .~s,"',$,', 1~ • • • 
j t+ . . .+ . / . tme 
f~ 1 
-F (n + 1)'D~+'g( ~°(w)+r E ee~pe(w),w) E 
• g----1 
#t+. . .+ j , ,  = , ,+t  
,J./ 
Gl,n, t 1 ~ ~J'÷'J'+'"+"J" ~'. ,,~-) ,j,,/ 
G1,  p ~ja ' t '2 j ,÷ ' "÷. j , , , , j ,  • . ~03~,,, . . .  , j n /~ "I"I " ' "  
~.n+l  x)~l+,,,+...+.,.~,..... ~. " 
E 1, . . . .  i n , /  
JlJ-".JB 
Jt +'"+J,, =~+t 
n 
p--O p" h ,...d,, 
h -l.""lqsmw 
n 
111, DT+~/(~(~) + r~ ~"~.(w), ~)(n + . k=, 
On the other hand 
n 
l (~(t).  ,,(t)) = . f (~  ~"~,~ (,,,),,,,) 
k--O 
" ~ " 1 1)eD=.+1 / " " =~ ~z(~.(w),w)(~e~,.cw))'~ (.+ (~,(w)+r~a~,.(w),~l(~a~,k(~)) "÷1 
p--O k----1 " k----1 k----1 
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The algorithm of the asymptotic expansion is devised in such a way that the lowest power 
of ~ in /~  is (n + 1) and all the coefficients are bounded ue to (H1) provided we choose E0 
sufficiently small such that for all ¢ E E0 
(~(~) + ~:~(~) ,~)  ea ,  
k----1 
which is always possible in view of (H4), (H2), and Proposition 1. From (2.13) we see that 
R2 =0. 
To get the estimate for/~1 and /~a, we proceed in the way analogous with that used in the 
case/~1. Additionally, we expand w(~r) in a Taylor series at ~r = 0 taking advantage of (2.16) 
and finding derivatives d~-(0) from differentiation of (2.13). Cancelling terms according to the 
algorithm, we arrive at 
fQ = en+lR1, 
The functions R1 and R2 are bounded for ¢ ~ E0 if E0 is sufficiently small due to (H1) and (H2). 
As for ~n(r), we use (4.7). II 
PROPOSITION 7. For each T > O, there exist E0 and ~ > 0 such that for all ¢ ~ Eo and ul, vi 
~uch that II",II < a, II~,II < a, :or i = 1,2, we have 
IIGi(-~,~l) - Gi(.2,~2)11 _< ~(11"~ - ~11 + IIv~ - ~11), J = i ,2.  
PROOF. First, consider G1 
Gl(ul, v,) - Gl(u~,v2) = Gl(Ul,V,) - Gi(u2, vl) + Gl(ua, vl) - Gi(u2, v2). (5.4) 
Now 
Gl(Ul,  Vl) - Gl(U2, vl) - 
= f (u l  -t- ~, vl -t- Y) -- Dxf (~(w)  -I" xo, w)ul - Dyf (~(w)  "t" £~o, w)v l -  
- f (u2  + ~, Vl "t" ;1) Jr D , f (~(w)  Jr £Zo, w)u2 "1" Duf (~(w ) "1" ~0, w)vl = 
= {D=f(~ + ul + r ( .2  - .~),  0 + t)l) - -  Dxf(ta(w) + £~o, w)}(Ul  - u2). 
The expression i  curly brackets is equal to 
[o . f (~  + .~ + r ( .2  - ,,~),0 + vl) - o~f ( ,  + .~ + r(~2 - .~),  ~) ]+ 
"I- [Dwf(~ "I" Ul "1" F(u2 - Ul), w) - Dzf((p(w) Jr xo, w)]. 
Both expressions in straight brackets can be made arbitrarily small by taking 
n 
.~ + r( .~ - ~)  + ~ : (~(~)  + ~)  
k--1 
and 
n 
vl + ~k~k 
k--I 
sufficiently small which is possible if E0 end 5 are sufficiently small. The remaining terms in (5.4) 
and G2 are treated in the same way. 1 
PROPOSITION 8. Let U(t, s) be a fundamental solution o£ the equation 
dU 
• --~- = Dxf(~(w(t) )  "t" ~o(t/¢), w(t))U(t ,s) ,  0 < s < t ,  (5.5) 
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with the initial condition 
U(s, s) = h, 
where It is a unit matrix in R t. Then U(t,s)  satisaes the inequality 
Iltr(t, ')ll -< c exp(-~(t  - s)/~), 0 < s < t.  (5.6) 
PaooF .  First, consider the matrix 
B(t) = D=f(to(w(t)), w(t)) . 
From (H3) and Proposition 2, it follows that for each fixed t E T we have 
Ilea(°°ll __. c'e -'°, • >_ o. (5.7) 
The existence of constants c~ and ~ independent of t for all t E T follows from Lemma 2.4 of 
Levin and Levinson [9] ( see also Section 2.10.2 of [12] ). 
Consider the fundamental solution of the following equation 
dW 
e-- d -  = B(t)W(t,8), o < a < t, 
W(,, s) = h .  
We want to prove that 
I IW(t ,  s)ll __. c exp(--tc(t - -  S)/g). 
Rewrite the equation for W(t,  s) choosing some p E [s, t] 
dW 
e-- d -  = B(p)W(t, s) + ( B(t) - B(p) )W(t, ~) , 
which gives 
Put p = t 
f t W(t,  s) - e B(p)(*-')I" -I- -1 dqeB(p)(t-q)/'(B(q) - B(p))W(q,  a). 
e 
w(t , , )  = ,B(,)(,-,)/, + ! t j ,  e dqeB(t)(t-q)/'(B(q) - B ( t ) )W(e ,  s). 
From (5.7) we have 
ef 
IlW(t,,)ll -- ee -'(t-°)/` + T dqe- ' ( ' - ' ) l ' l lB (e )  - B(t)llllW(q,,)ll. 
Let, for 0 < u < ~, 
If., J ( t ,s )  - "i dee-( ' -°)( ' -q) l ' l lB(q) - B(t)ll • 
Then, for each ~ > 0, there exists E0 such that for all e E E0 
: ( t ,s)  < 6, 0<s<t .  
To prove the last statement define 
B, = sup l iB(e) -  B(t)ll, 
B -- sup liB(q)- B(t)ll. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(,5.10) 
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Then 
l ( jo +j ,  ,,,z) dqe_C._¢X,_,)I.IIB(q) _ B(t)ll < J ( t , . )  = -~ _ 
1 1 
<_ B(e - (~-° ) /~-  e - ( ' - °x t - , ) / ' )  + B, < 
< 1 (~: ( ' - '> / :+ B,) 
We choose E0 such that for ¢ e Eo 
,~-.1 (Be- ( ' - ' ) / :  + B,) < 6 
which shows (5.10). 
Defining 
we get from (5.9) and (5.10) 
m = sup e'('-°)/'lln, tt, s l , " ' ""  "  
o.°_<t 
m < c' + c'mtf. 
Choosing 6 < 1/2e', we have m < 2c' which proves (5.8) with c = m and a replaced by ~;, 
according to our convention to call any exponential coefficient by ~. 
We shall now rewrite (5.5) in the form 
dU ~-~ = B(t)V + M(t)U, 
where 
M(t) = D=f(~(w(t)) + ~0(t/¢), w(t)) - D=f(~(w(t)), w(t)) -" 
= D~/(~(w(t)) + r~o(t/~), w(t))}o(t/e). 
From (H1), (H5) and Propositions 3 and 5, we get 
[IM(t)ll < e exp(-~t/e) .  (5.12) 
We now write (5.11) as a Volterra equation 
u(t , , )  = w(t,  s) + -~ dq w(t,  q)M(q)U(q,,),  0 < • < t, 
which can be solved by the method of successive approximations. Using (5.8) and (5.12), we can 
show that the solution satisfies the inequality (5.6). 
Define the fundamental solution V(t, s) of the system 
dV 
= Dyg(~(w(t)) + £o(tle), w(t))V(t,  s) 0 < s < t, dt 
V(s, s) = I,,,. 
(5.13) 
In view of (H1) and (H5), V(t, s) is bounded for all 0 < s < t. 
Using U and V defined by (5.5) and (5.13), respectively, we write (5.3) in the form 
u(t) = u(t, 0)u(0) + ~ gsu(t, s)(Ddv + al)(,), 
v(t) - v(t,o)v(O) + a,v(t ,  s)(D.gu + a2)(s). 
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We substitute v(t) from the second equation into the first one and u(t) from the first equation 
into the second one to get 
~0 ~ 
.(0 = dsB1(t,s)u(s) + O,(u,~), 
£ v(t) = dsB2(t, s)v(s) + Q2(u, v), (5.14) 
where If' Bx (t, s) - 7 dqU(t, q)(Duf)(q)V(q, s)(D=g)(s), 
B2(t, s) = 7 dqV(t, q)(D=g)(q)U(q, s)(Duf)(s ) , 
Q,(u, r) = U(t,O)u(O)+ I f '  dsU(t,s)(G1(s)+ (Duf)(s)V(s,O)v(O))+ 
1/o' I" + ~ dsU( t , s ) (Duf ) ( s )  dqV(s,q)a2(~), 
I' Q2( . , , , )  - v ( t ,o ) , , (o )+ dsV(t ,s ) (G2(s)  + (D .~) (s )U(s ,0 )u(0) )+ 
-t- l ~'dsV(t,s)(D,g)(s) ~'dqU(s,q)Gl(q). 
It follows from (H1) and (HS) that all the above appearing functions Bi(t, s) and Qi(t, s), / = 1, 2, 
are defined and bounded for 0 < s < t. 
In view of (5.1)' and Propositions 6 and 7, we get that 
Q,(O,O) = O(f"+1), i = 1,2, (5.15) 
and for each 7 > 0 there exist E0 and 6 > 0 such that for all ~ E E0 and us and v~ such that 
II~,ll < 6, Ilvdl < 6, i -  1,2, 
IIQ,(u~, vl) - Q,(u2,,,~)ll -<'),(llux - u211 + I1'~ - ,,211), i = 1, 2, (5.16) 
uniformly for all t E T. 
In showing (5.15), we have made use of the inequalities 
°/o' 'dsU(t,o)ll < 7 ds~-"('-')/" < £ ~J0 K 
II dsa2(s)ll < ce "+; + co" rise"~" < c(1+ x-  
Let Li(t, s) be resolvent kernels corresponding toBi(t, s). The existence of such kernels follows 
from the continuity of Bi(t, s). Then (5.14) can be written as 
~0 tu(t) "- Sl(u,v) :- Ql(u,v) + dsLl(t,s)Ql(u,v)(s), 
£ " (0  "- S2(u,,,)  "= Q2(., ,,) + d.L~(t,.)Q2(u,,,)(s). (5.17) 
It is seen that Si(u, r) have the properties analogous to (5.15) and (5.16). 
Introducing vectors 
z = ( . ,  v) ,  
s(~) = (s.(., v), s2(., ~)), 
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we can write (5.17) as 
z=s(z), 
where again S(z) has the properties analogous to (5.15) and (5.16). 
We solve (5.18) by the method of successive approximations 
(5.18) 
z0=0,  
z~=S(o), 
z~=S(zk_l), k = 2, 3,... 
We take 7 < ½ in (5.16) written for S(z) and then appropriate 6. The interval E0 is chosen such 
that this value of 6 is ensured and additionally 
Ilzlll _< 612. (5.19) 
Suppose that 
IIz~ll _< ~, 
then 
Ilzk+~ll = IIS(zk)ll ___ IIS(zk) - s(0)ll + IIS(0)ll ___ "dlzkll + IIz~ll ___ ~ + ~ = 6, 
which together with (5.19) shows, by induction, that (5.20) is valid for all k. 
Now 
(5.20) 
Ilzk+l - zkll ___ I IS(z~+l)-  s(zk)ll _< illzk - zk-~ll ___ IIz~ll, k = 1,2 , . . . ,  
uniformly for all t E T. 
From this it follows that the sequence zt converges to some z(t) which is the solution of (5.18). 
At the same time 
Ilzkll _ Ilzk - Zk-lll + . . .  + Ilzlll <_. (2--~1_~ +. . .  + 1)llzxll _ 211zxll, 
which due to the fact that 
shows that z(t) has the property 
uniformly for all t E T. 
zl =S(0)=o(~"+l ) ,  
z(t) =o(~"+1) ,  
This proves that (5.1) has the solution (u(t), v(t)) such that 
(5.21) 
Ilu(t)ll = o(*"+a), 
IIv(t)ll = o(e"+x), 
which at the same time provides the solution to tile original problem (1.1). The uniqueness of 
u(t) and v(t), as well as the uniqueness ofx(t) and y(t) follows from the fact that f and g satisfy 
Lipschitz condition. 1 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the algorithm of the asymptotic expansion presented in this paper, we consider 
the initial value problem for a singularly perturbed second order ordinary differential equation 
d~y dy e~5-+~-~-+y2=0, t>0, 
y(0)=~,  ~ ' (0 )=, .  
(6.1) 
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Defining z = 3 ,  we obtain the system of first order ordinary differential equations 
dz 
e~ = -x  - y2  x(o) = ~ , 
dy (6.2) 
~- = ~, y(0) = ~. 
Using the standard algorithm, we have from (1.6), for n = I, the following equations 
d#0 -_ _90~ 90(0) = 
act ~ 
d91 (6.3) 
dt  -" --2#0#1 -- 2#0 3 , #1(0) = 01" 
Now, the zero order approximation to y is 9(°) = 90 and the first order one is 
#(I)(0 = #0(t) + ~#~(t). 
In the present case the local solutions, as defined by (1.7), can be found explicitly leading to the 
following values for O0 and ~1 
#0 = O, 01 = p + ~2. (6.3)' 
Applying to (6.2) the new algorithm, we obtain the first order approximation 
d_._w.w = -w  2 _ 2¢w2 w(O) = ~ + e(p + W2) (6.4) 
dt  ' " 
All the above equations (6.3), (6.3)' and (6.4) were solved by using a stiff ODE solver. The 
initial values were taken as p = ~ = 2. 
Defining the error function 
D(t) = w(t) - y(t), 
we obtain Table 1. 
Table 1. Error function D(t) x 104 
0.1 
0.01 
0.001 
0.01 
4847 
189 
0.05 
1465 
-48 
0.1 0.5 
-842 29 
-39 -9 
0 2 
The table shows that the bulk solution w(t) converges to the exact solution y(t) asymptotically 
as 0(~ 2) as predicted by the Main Theorem of Section 3. 
In Table 2 we compare approximate solutions with the exact one for t = 0.05. 
Table 2. Compar ison of approx imate  solut ions wi th  the exact one for t = 0.05 
~oj • y 
0.1 2.0351 1.8182 2.2510 2.1816 
0.01 1.8656 1.8182 1.8615 1.8608 
0.001 1.8226 1.8182 1.8225 1.8225 
This table shows that the accuracy obtained in the new algorithm is similar as that for the first 
order standard algorithm and is much better than the zero order standard algorithm. The latter 
is widely used in various applications under the name of the pseudo-steady state approximation. 
Thus the equation (6.4) represents an improved steady-state approximation with an accuracy 
better by the order of magnitude. For large systems of stiff ordinary differential equations the 
present method should be advantageous since the cost of solving local equations (2.20) or the 
equations defining the functions ~k(w) is relatively low. 
CAN~ 21 :IO-C 
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